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ASSIGNMENT
1. Identify a major question in contemporary medical challenges that chatGPT could write

about. This is your "Prompt Question".
2. Use chatGPT to write a Response to your question or challenge.
3. Reflect on chatGPT’s Response (e.g. What is correct? What is incorrect? What don’t you

know is correct or incorrect? What should you look up elsewhere to verify? What should
you ask chatGPT next?).

4. Using Track Changes in MS Word, or Suggesting in Google Docs, improve the Response
from chatGPT (e.g., correcting errors or misinformation, expanding on shallow content,
putting it into your words, expressing what is important to you). This is your "Improved
Response".

5. Submit:
your “Prompt Question”
the chatGPT Response (~500w) and
your Improved Response (~700w) with your added content marked up.

USING ChatGPT
1. Go to the OPEN AI/chatGPT site: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
2. Navigate to chatGPT
3. Verify you are human
4. Log in or Sign up
5. Use your USYD email address
6. Enter a password
7. Look for the Verification Email and verify
8. Enter Name and Phone Number
9. Enter your Prompt Question and send

** you can revise and refine your Prompt Question and re-enter it**

MARKING RUBRIC 

Assessment
Criteria

Weight Fail Pass Credit Distinction High
Distinction

ChatGPT
Essay

      

Prompt
Question

How
considered and
relevant is your
Prompt
Question

5% Assignment
is not
submitted or
Prompt
question is
generic and
irrelevant.

 

Prompt
questions
is generic
but
somewhat
relevant.

Prompt
Question is
relevant and
shows some
consideration.

Prompt
Question is
relevant and
carefully
considered.

 

Prompt
Question is
highly
relevant,
precise and
carefully
considered.
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Improved
Response

How precise,
considered and
insightful are
your
improvements
to the ChatGPT
Response?

 

10%

 

Improved
Response is
not
delivered or
is not
considered
or insightful.

Improved
Response
is
adequate
and shows
some
insights.

Improved
Response is
considered
and insightful.

Improved
Response is
precise,
considered
and
insightful.

Improved
Response is
well
researched,
precise,
considered
and
insightful.


